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A WONDROUS NEW BOOK OF MCPHEE'S PROSE PIECES—IN MANY ASPECTS HIS MOST
PERSONAL IN FOUR DECADES

The brief, brilliant essay "Silk Parachute," which first appeared in The New Yorker a decade ago, has become
John McPhee's most anthologized piece of writing. In the nine other pieces here— highly varied in length
and theme—McPhee ranges with his characteristic humor and intensity through lacrosse, long-exposure
view-camera photography, the weird foods he has sometimes been served in the course of his reportorial
travels, a U.S. Open golf championship, and a season in Europe "on the chalk" from the downs and sea cliffs
of England to the Maas valley in the Netherlands and the champagne country of northern France. Some of
the pieces are wholly personal. In luminous recollections of his early years, for example, he goes on outings
with his mother, deliberately overturns canoes in a learning process at a summer camp, and germinates a
future book while riding on a jump seat to away games as a basketball player. But each piece—on whatever
theme—contains somewhere a personal aspect in which McPhee suggests why he was attracted to write
about the subject, and each opens like a silk parachute, lofted skyward and suddenly blossoming with color
and form.
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From reader reviews:

Amelia Gallup:

Book is actually written, printed, or created for everything. You can realize everything you want by a
publication. Book has a different type. To be sure that book is important thing to bring us around the world.
Next to that you can your reading expertise was fluently. A e-book Silk Parachute will make you to become
smarter. You can feel far more confidence if you can know about almost everything. But some of you think
in which open or reading the book make you bored. It is far from make you fun. Why they could be thought
like that? Have you searching for best book or suited book with you?

Tom Burkhardt:

Do you one of people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on guys this
particular aren't like that. This Silk Parachute book is readable by you who hate those perfect word style.
You will find the information here are arrange for enjoyable looking at experience without leaving perhaps
decrease the knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer of Silk Parachute content conveys prospect
easily to understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different in the written content but
it just different as it. So , do you still thinking Silk Parachute is not loveable to be your top listing reading
book?

Ricardo Boddie:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book specially book entitled Silk
Parachute your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every aspect that maybe
unknown for but surely can become your mind friends. Imaging every word written in a book then become
one form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get ahead of. The Silk Parachute giving you
one more experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you useful info for your better life
in this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern is your body and mind will probably be pleased when
you are finished examining it, like winning a casino game. Do you want to try this extraordinary shelling out
spare time activity?

Jeanette Williams:

A lot of guide has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by net on social media. You can
choose the most effective book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever by searching from it. It is
identified as of book Silk Parachute. You can include your knowledge by it. Without departing the printed
book, it could possibly add your knowledge and make a person happier to read. It is most essential that, you
must aware about e-book. It can bring you from one place to other place.
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